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SUMMARY

The purpose of this Research Study is to summarize events leading to the
planning and development of situational performance tests as criteria for the
Research Task, "Identification of Potential Officer Leaders" (retitled by
DCSPER, "Prediction of Effective Officer Performance" for FY 60 Work Program).

Research considerations and recommendations by the Army Scientific Advisory
Panel indicated that situational performance tests would be the most objective,
reliable, and valid means of assessing the differential leadership of officers
in the follow-up phase of this research task. Situational performance tests
provide for performance on tasks which are a sample of the job. This type of
pe-formance criterion (as contrasted to retrospective evaluations and work
pzodacts) attempts to reproduce the critical elements of the job in miniature.
Sinc" field observation and logical analysis of officer MOB schedules had led to
,the aypothesis that psychological demands differ among administrative, technical,
and -•:bat type jots, situational tests zorrssponding to these three job areas
were chosen as the principal technique to ta used. in follow-up evaluation.

Original planw called for deve lom-nt of 20 situational tests--a number
believed to give reasonable ass*.iranz:e of suc:ess in achieving differential
officer prediction. These tests were to .t administered to 1500 examinees
"(all officers of an original group of 5000 who had been administered a large
battery of experimental predictor tests from January 1958 to June 1959 at
11 branth basic schools). Testing was to conducted at two evaluation
centers---one in CONUS in FY 60 and in Ft 61 and one in USAFXEUR in FY 61. Major
support rejuirenments, submitted from TAG to DCSFER by D/F in December 1958, were
21 officers and 66 enlisted men for each center plus a total of $105,000 for
travel and TDY for axaminees, logistic 9uptort, and 12 square miles of terrain.
Staffing action by the sponsor (DCSFER) continued over a period of several months
because of a general shortage of per,-orL2e2 spaces and a reduction of the Army

In May 1959, L'CSPER requested a D L.f l.ich would reduce the support require-
ments to that needed for the minimum numrr 'of test situations which would still
"justify a performance testing approach but ti'd4er conditions which would reduce
to the barest acceptable minimum the 1iký1ihood of achieving differential pre-
diction. In response to this request, the situations were reduced to thirteen--
five combat, four technical and four administrative--which would cover some of
the most critical aspects of officer perfortance. Support requirements were
correspondingly reduced to 9 SAD officers, 24' IWA off icers and 9 EM for each
center. Logistical support %as scaled down to approximately 2/5 of that
originally required. Terrin requiremnts were reduced to 10 square miles.
Testing time was reduced to )8 hours per exwainee over a 5-day period instead
of 59 huu-s over a 5-day period.

In June 1959, XSPSR advised TAG that although the desirability of cam-
plettng th, research tuak by us-iag aituational performance tests (in tie interest
of differential selecticn aspects of the research) as recognized, the relative
priority for the required personnel supkport in relation to other requirements was
determined to be insufficiently htigh t be supported under the personnel re-stric-
tions faced by the Army at that timeý LMSPE accordinpgly directed TAG to

* a) complete the officer prediction reaearch using the next most appropriate
criterion measures, such as ratints, in place of the scor-s on performance tests
-a-irnistered at tvaluation centero, and b) to continue work on those situati•onal
performance tests nearing cmpletion :o that the research battery cou•l be held
for possible fut"re use in cotuection with appropriate reaearch.



PREDICTION OF EFFECTIVE OFFICER PERFORMANCE

STATE OF THE ART

The demands for competent officers in modern war require persons with
aptitude and personal characteristics iecessaxy for success as commissioned
officers. A long-term research objecti.ve of the Army has been improved
techniques and criteria for the select:.on and rejection of officer applicants.

Traditionally the requirements for officer leaders are set forth in
general terms such as Decisiveness, Initiative, Judgment, etc. The present
state of the art is not such that these terms are immediately researchable.
Techniques do exist, however, for turning the present literary meaning of
these terms into tangible and objective behavioral referents which themselves
will be amenable to the application of experimental techniques. Thus far,
research conducted in the military service has shown considerable success in
the development and use of tests which permit earlyr identification of individ-
uals who will successfully complete officer training and perform well in
military assignments. The tezhnical promise of doing research to identify
special facets of job competence and special abilities peculiar to high level
jobs has been increased through prior research for the U. S. Military Academy,
Command and General Staff College, OCS, and ROTC.

ORIGINS OF THE PERFORMANCE TESTING REQUIREMENT

Near the end of 1954, the Secretary of the Army established a special
committee headed by Dr. Harry Harlow to "'make a critical review and analysis
of the Army program in human resources research and to make recommendations
for the improvement of the program." The committee issued its report in
March 1955 recommending that "the Personnel Research Branch increase its
research effort to discover new and imprcved methods of selecting, assigning,
and developing leaders at both commissioned and non-commissioned levels."

In May 1955, the Chief, R and D directed The Adjutant General to add to
the KF 1956 personnel research work program "a task with the objective of
developing improved techniques and criteria for selection of persons with
aptitude and personal characteristics conducive to their success as comis-
cioned leaders." TAG's research proposal, then estimated as an eight-year
project, was submitted to the Chief, R and D on 6 June 1955 and approved in
principle on 13 June 1955. On 2 April 1956 this task was recommended for
approval to the Chief, R and D by the Army Personnel and Training Advisory
Committee, whose members con-slted of represeatative4 from DCSPEB, =MSOPS,
DCSL)O, ACSI, USCONARC, and R and D. Later that year the Army established a
special committee to advise on officer selection research. Dr. IUoahrd
Carmichael, Secretary of the Smithsonian Institution, chaired this group.
After more then a year of study, this group advised the Army to put more

' w pheaiu on the aelection of young combat leaders and to concentrate on
developing (combat) performance meavures. Thic report was forwarded by
Chief R a&d D to the Deputy Chief of Staff for Person•el, the task sponsor.
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On 14 January 1958 DCSPER provided guidance that increased emphasis on
combat officer selection should be given high priority. However, this
emphasis was not to retard work on the Differential Officer Selection Project;
moreover, the research effort was to include establishment of firm criteria
of (combat) officer performance against which predictive measures could be
validated. This guidance was incorporated into the task statement which was
approved by thx Chief of Research and Development.

DESIGN OF THE RESEARCH

Basic Hypothesis. Field observation and analyses of officer MOB
schedules led to the hypothesis that psychologi.al demands differ among
combat, technical, and administrative assignments and that these differ-
ences are predictable. The chart shows performance profiles for four
officers with theoretically different patterns of performance in combat,
technical, and administrative assigments.

The Research Approach. After deciding upon the three main areas of
assignment for studv, in which over 400 MOS were examined, PRB research
psychologists made a check of whether operational efficiency reports could
adequately reflect the differential psychological demands from job to job.
The efficiency reports of 10,000 officers were analyzed and the results
showed no evidence of differential psychological demands among combat,
technical, and administrative officer assignments or among any other group-
ings of officer assignments. A sinle dimension appeared to account for the

SinterTelatinships anong the operational efficiency reports.

The second phase was a large scale effort which involved the constru-
. tion and administration of a large battery of experimental predictor tests.

The instruments in this battery were constructed in FY 1957-58. From
January 1958 through FY 1959, the tests were administered at eleven basic
branch schools to 5000 officers (regular and reserve) reporting for two or

more years of active duty. Preliminary analyses of these test results begun
in FY 1959 were to continue through FY 1960.

The third phase consisted of the development of situational performeace
teats, to be described in detail below.

The fourth phase is to consist of validation. The effectiveness of the
experimental battery is to be determined in predicting success in the jobs
which fall under the broad classifications of combat, technical, and admin-
istrative fields, From the complete analysis, a final test is to be made of
-te major hypothesis--that combat, administrative, and technical jobs have

differing psychological requirements and that alitability of individuals for
meeting these requirements ia predictable.

-En-Result Expcted. From this research is expected a better definition
Of t~e psycho logicaldandz for officer performance on specific types of jobs
and improved criteria for the aelection or early identification of potential
officers.
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THE SITUATIONAL TESTS

Or•ginal Plan. Twenty situational tests were originally planned--eight
combat, six technical, and six administrative. Tests for the technical and
administrative areas were developed with the help of military advisors pro-
vided by DCSLOG. The outline scenarios of combat situations were developed
with assistance from the Ranger and Special Subjects Departments of The
Infantry School and later with representatives of the Artillery and Guided

44i Missile and Armored Schools provided by CONARC. Personnel, equipment,
terrain and office space were planned as necessary for the administration
of the situational tests* These needs made it advisable that the testing
be performed at designated centers to which the examinees were to report
rather than by testing teams which could visit areas where examinees may be.
Each examinee was to be tested almost continuously for five days. Tnput was
planned at the rate of twelve examinees per weAk per center, a figure that
represented the optimum compromise between 'Maximizing flow of examinees and
minimizing support requirements. To ottain the desired number of cases for
analysis, it was planned to operate a cents.r for a period of 18 months.

The Setting. To give continuity and meaning to the testing, the
simulated context of a MAAG was used. The examinee, newly assigned to the
MAAG, would be delegated responsibilities formerly those of a higher ranking
officer. His first two days would be spent undertaking technical and admin-
istrat.ve tasks in a pea~etime setting. On the third day, the host nation
wou]ld be attacked and the examine= would be assigned technical and adminis-
trative tasks in a simulated war-time setting. The examinee would be required
to remain awake all of the night pres-ding the third testing day, and thus on
the evening of the third day would begin th:1 combat situations fatigued and
preferably hungry as well. The combat situations were designed on the combined
arnms concept and would reflect~to about 25% of the total of the two days of
combat testing time, the responsibilities of the combat officer in future
warfare.

In s.umry, the technical and adminletrative tests cover problems in the
inetallation and maintenance, repair,, construction, transportation, supply,
office managementý and staff-work sub areas. The combat arms tests include
strenuous field activities, general combat leadership, command post activities,
and the tactical deployment of Artillery and Armored units. The ability of
the examinees to lead t. oops, communicate and coordinate effectively) and to
solve tactical, logistical and administrative problems was assessed. Support
troops and operational equipment were to be used to the extent feasible to
add realism and validity to the tests.

Personnel feguirements. To operate the two centers, a total of 174
persona was required. In sumary, technical and administrative situations
vould require 9 officers and 14 enlisted men for each center; combat situa-
tions would require 9 officers and 40 enlisted men for each center; cocand
and support functions for operation of the centers themselves would require
. officers and 12 enlisted mn per center. Theue figu.res represented minimum

i! -5
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estimates consistent vith a fair simulation of realism. If officers are
to be evaluated for leadership ability, they =at have enlisted men to lead
and they mwst interact with other officers. The figures cited provide the
minima estimate for manning of the testing situations and overhead opera-
tion of the centers.

THE MODIFIE PLAN

13 Situations. The plan requested by DCSPER in May 1959 which would
reduce support requirements to a miniw•m included the follovingi (Out-
lines of each test appear in Appendix A including a statement of the
behavior measured and a brief of the situation. Outlinee of the seven
tests not selected for the modified plan appear in Appndix B.)

a. Forward Observer (Combat)

b. Road Block (Comibat)

c. Perimeter Defense (Combat)

d. Plan Tactical r ach (Combat)

e. Combat Patrol (Combat)

f. Exhibit (Technical)

g. Production DifficUlties (Technical)

h. Radioactivity (Tecbnical)

i. Road Dhmage Survey (Technical)

J. Site Selection (Administrative)

k. HighW Traffic Regulation (Administrative)

1." Inproper Supply Records (Administrative)

m. Office Problem (Administrative)

General Requirements for the Modified Plan.

a. Personnel (one center): 9 SAD officers, 24 RFA officers and 9E
for Fy 6o

(two centers): 18 lAD officers, R A officers and 18 SK
for FY 61.

b. Logistica.l support is scaled dmw to approximately 2/3 of that
required by the original plan because fever situations are utilized.
Terrain requiremeat will be about 10 square miles per center.

a. Financial plan is the asme as for the original plan.

:-•-6-



..... ..... APPMIDIXES

Appendix A Outlines of 13 S±tUatiovAl Tests in Modified plan
* APPendaA B Outlin~es of 7Situational. Teetq not used in Modified Plan
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APPENDIX A

OM? MS OF 13 SITUATIONAL TEMS 33 MWIFIED PLAN

I. FORIWARD OBVE (Combat)

A. Behavior Measured

This situation measures the exa:inee's ability to perceive
terrain chaa'acteristics, evidence of enem activity, and
potential targets, to make rapid estimates of range and.
azimuth, and to co.municate this tactical information and
commands with clarity, conciseneas, and speed. More
specifically, it measures his ability to direct fire onto
vinible targets.

B. Brief of Sitation

Eaminee is aaaigued to an FO position. He detects and
repots- tagetn awid calls for fire on the moat is)ortant.
SimS!auators explode at various dietances from the targets.
Examinee muet co.rect the f..x and bring it on the targets.
lraelng the actio4, simulated enem• fire is directed on the
3oberver.

I:. ROAD BIXWK (Combat)

-- A. Behavior Me~qvxid

Thia aitv-tior. meezurea the examntee's ability to apply basic j
tacticqal principles and to ctunicate !mportant information
to othere. More specifically, tt measures hi- ability to
judge inticipeted ene:V actions, scope of battle situations.I
and demclopment of foroari. It also measuires his ability to
plan offenaive and defensive actions Wuickly and inccurstely
vith lUmited reeouree and to direct subordinates through

face-to-face cont"At * otivatiork, and control.
"B. Brie!: of Situation

The examinee ias fun±shed vith information about the expected
paw. ae of an enum coli.•m *roum a particulr area. He is
ordered to prepare a ead 'block to stop the moement. Be =sat
then make 411 nce sssy pre"aatiow which include map and
teirran recounaiUance, selectLon of alte, preparation of orders,
andI tra~ining~ and rehawar in, the z,=becrs of his patrol.

"7Ž% i
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A. B-chivior Measured

This aituatioal measiures the examinee' a resourcefujlness. More
specifically, it me-asnr-es h16~ ability to judge:. anticipated
eneW actions, acope of battle eituations and development of
forcee, also his ability to plan offensive and. defensive
actiaia quickly end accura~tely with limited resources,, and
to direct iiabord±nAtes through face-to-face contact,
motivation, L-ad control.

B. Bx'ief of Situation

The ex&A.~nee is given the mission to defend an are& into vhich
atippIieti are to be brought In by air. He is provided, with
i~nformat ion about the terrain and enmuW f.-rces. He must
then pla.a and orgamize the defense of the drop area.

IV. PLAN TACTICAL MARCH (Combat)

A. Bfb.~vior ~Iteaured

Thi~ a~-a Ari eaure th ii n."ty and foresight of the
examiaee- hip ability to Judtge anticipated eneaW action,
scope of 'battle Witu~at~ons, and devel.opment of forces, and
his ability to plan offenjive and defensive actions quickl~y
aud aýu~rattly wit~h limited reources.

B. B3rief of g3it,'Ation

The exumiune !.a ordered to 'wirte a plan for the tactical
movement of a compn~y-5ize4 unit frim an% assembly area to a

lin-uov~h 30thf.r frieadly rorces. Hie is provided vith 16
map, ir! ~At!.c. aw~u the strength and disposition of the
entzy rortea, &tu a stipulated quattity of peraoxwel and
equipmet.

V. CONUA.PATROL (C~but)

A. Behavior Heasuzed.

This situLation evtluateo the exazinct's Ingenulty In reualIr4n
e-mergency 9vxvblemz und~er hwoalng couditions. S~eclflcally,
it measures the extimnee 'a peralotence in continuing on hie

isindeopite, appare-atly tive 'helairng difficulties, his
ability to ueelqt ntlevant aituational facto- for the
rAking of quick deal &tons in rapidly changing conditions, *Ad
blo ability to vitbs .a pkwioogIcad atress undr A i~a

S~w ao-o$-~rcouditon.ma



B. Brief of Situation

Oa the mission of' making a hit -ojA-run attack on an enem
materiel cache under atomic wrar c~onditions., the exAminee
is faced with a series -)f problemo requiring rapid decisions.
Hle will be confronted vw.Ith emo'agency situations requiring
ingenious use of available resourcon for positive action. In
a radiatln-conaia~ area he takes a prisoner 'who 16
wearing radiation-repellent clotnaing. ILn att;=mpting to bringA
this clothing back to headquarters he is taken prisoner andA
cubjected to questioning and psychological harassment. The
captoro change their attitudeu to friendLy and benevolent
treatment. Opportunities3 for escape are provided tc ascertain
whether the examinee is fself - or mionion-mizk.de.

VI. EXH~fUST (Technical)

A. Behavior Meaz~'ured

This aituAtion mewurxea the examinee 's adaDtability to
technical. equipment aad equipment ayetems. Specifically, it
meeasures the examinee Is ability to make maxinm= effective
use of' eaillated per~sJonuel, and make on-the-s-pot dlia1oies
in a tro-ibla-ahooting context--directing subordinates in
checking and usft ",, equipment wid, collecting detailed
IrformAtion, and ana~lyzing equilment breakdowns and
t~iternate 2ol'ations to teehn"Mc&' problemzs. Also it measures
his ability to initiate independent action to colve technical
probl~ems., ma6Xing resourceful uze of material expedients, and
train !3ubordirnhte in use of technical equi-=ent.

B. Brief of ti~tuati')a

Tb& exuaaInae ia required to maX-e a final check-out of' an
operatipa ex-1&Lb!i of' a co~niceationa net. Tbhrc are certain

w~rraagtP4 "'bugc4" iu thhe rmt, vb"i h the- exbnine eawt =acover
dad ctonret. He i. givieu &a uu auasirtat an V4 V'o %el.U d~o
oml~y %&hat he. i6 told.

V A. MDh j 4 -Mmm

Thi4 aituvAtloz =eaureao the eyatiuc lo etbility to ans&4-bc, plan
and co=-iAtcut 4gMa~tive,4_y. iiel it measu."s the
ubility of' the iý%u net tci anauze Prduetion data and ai'tormto

::-ýlutotato toctuical problc~s; hia abili4ty to ca=.,nicatte
chni~c2~ ~etlls. nd~pIpa, an t±enao~rcraly, Concet-l~y,

adz s=otlhl.y in Vriting aad oul~ly; bid &U it QrpeAic
ua7ltz for tliiu a~ pmi



B. Brief of Situation

The exaanS ee is given the production records and present
orrsýnization of a typical armament platoon of an indigenous
ordnance direct support company. ki examination of the
records will reveal that a number of management and shop
principles are not being put into practice, 9. g., the assiga-
ment of repair jobs tc shop personnel is uot on-the basis of
their profIciency in repairing different types of equipment.
The examinee must meet with his CO and brief him on how the
productivity of his unit could be increeosed. He must then write
a staff study.

VIII. RADIOACTIVITY (Technical)

A. Behavior Measured

This situation measures the steadiness of the examinee in
performing complex tasks under pressure. Specifically, it
measures the ability of the examir;.ee to direct subordinates
in checking and using equipment and collect detailed infor-
mation; communimcte techr_.caL details, principles and plans
coherently, concisely, smoothly (a) in writing, (b) orally;
organize teams for radiological survey; persist in technical
task despite personnel losses, time pressures, harassment and
fatigue; and train subordinates in use of technical equipment.

B. Brief of Situation

The examinee is reo'ired to brief a team of inexperienced E2
on the fundamertals of radiation eturveys, including how to
operate rad-.ac meters. Later he must direct by radio their
activities in the conduct of such a sunvey. He must estimate
Lutur'e dose rate contours from the data ccllected. The radio
activity and road damage su_-ys ara conducted concurrently.

IX. ROAD DAMGE SUR.VEO (Technical)

A. Behavior Measured

This situation measures the attentiveness and perseverance
alo the examinee. Specifically, it measurts the ability of the
examinee to direct subordinates in checking and using equipment
and collecting detailed information; to comunicate technical
details, principles and plans coherently, concisely, and
smoothly in writing and orally; to orgaaize teams for road
damage survey; and to persist in technical taok despite road obataaleo,
personnel losses, time preosureo, barrasament. and fatigue.

JI4-
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B. Brief of Situation

The examinee must brief a group of inexperienced NCO's on
how to conduct a road damage survey.. He must assign the
routes which four survey teams will cover and specify the
information they will collect. He must direct the
activities of the teams by radio so as to insure that accurate
and complete information is obtained. The radio activity and
road damage surveys together take 7 hours to cqm~lete.

X. SITE SELECTION (Administrative)

A. Behavior Measdded

This situation measures the logistical Judgment of the
examinee. Specifically, it Le.as,ýres the ability of the
examinee to extract and interpret information on a variety
of factors pe*--tinent to site selection; simultaneouslv consider
these factors in evaluating the desirability of alternative
site locations; justify recommended site locations to tlis CO.

B. Brief of Situation

The exazinzee must select four sites for the location of
petro' l•m uad subsiitence depots from a list of 12 possible
locat "i. From detailed maps of the areas, route recon-
naissarnce reports, intelligence sinmuary reports and other
G-2 doc-zients, the examinee must extract imformation on such
factors as the vulnerability, accessibility, terrain features,
tremaportation azd communication facilitieu, and available
labor supply of each of the 12 suggeested site locations. The
exminee uust, also justity his eceond-attons to his CO.

XI. HGIWAý-" TRAMC REWLJATION (Admi--trative)

'• A. B•.•vior Me~-asu

This b~ituation me&aure5 the ree-oureefulneaz and ingenuity of
tae exwminee in accomplishing a logistical support mission.
Sp eifcally, It mcauure the ability of the exazinee to plan
logiftical g-u~port for a are•ale tactical oper~t-ion;
Vereist in a4mnistrative taws deapite tedium, time preosume,
har•t- ment, uwfore-een contii~encies, "d fttige; and to
initiute loeiatical plaw and &ecieios i•) rOe ae to raPid

B. Br!ef of s)tutioA

Th.e eienx&4 e iust doeu3•at- ?tea for +-he mov~ent of troops
at-A esmpliea frc= rear areaa to eom bat onre. he =at extrut
and uttlite i:Lfor'vAtioa 1r= zmp, oveuys,, and route reeo-



naissance reports in order to develop a highway regulation plan
which makes maximm use of existing highway facilities. He
must select appropriate locations for highway regulation
and traffic control points.

XTI. Df.OPfM SUPPLY RECORDS (Administrative)

A. Behavior Measured

This situation measures the thoroug ss38 and carefulness of the
examinee and his tact and persuasiveness in dealing with other
officers. Specifically, it measures his ability to analyze
supply records, and communicate discrepancies tactfully to
a superior officer, and to write a summary memoranduam quickly
"and concisely.

B. Brief of Situation

The examinee is told to i-avcati6g-tc the cause uf some apparent
discrepancies between the requisitioning objectives and
balances on hand of certain commodities being supplied to
the allied country. An ana•ysis of stock accounting records
of these items will indicate that the discrepancies are due to
improper record maintenance procedures. The examinee must

. ctctftlly explain to an allied supply officer the necessity for
adheriiq& to proper stock accounting procedures and write a
memorandum for the record.

S XMI. OFFICE PROBLM (JAAmIn~trative)

A. Behavior Measured

This situation measures the examee, &' bility to organize
administrative tasks efficiently. 3pecifically, it measures
the ability of the examinee to analyze personnel records
procedurea, job descriptionsc, and organizational and work-
flow chiarts; co~micate critical evaluations coherently,
ooncisely, and smoothly in writing and orWlly; perceive
social factors, interrelationships aud attitudes influencing
unit performance; and suggest how an inefficently functioning
office could be reorgani.ed.

B. Brief of Situation

The exemince is aasigaed as an adviaor to an inefficipnt supply
section to a"e if he can simplify the work flow and record
prOCessing. The section consists of a supply control unit and
maintenance adl service unit staffed by 3 EM and an NOOXC.
After the examinee has suggested inprovementa in the current
clerical routines, he vill be asked to plan the york flow of
an extpanded unit.

I-.
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APPENDIX B

OUTLINES OF 7 SITUATIONAL TESTS NOT USED IN MODIFM PLAN

I. FECOIXSSANCE PAtROL (Combat)

A. Behavior Measured

Th-s situation measures the perceptiveness and synthesizing
ability of the examinee. More specifically, it measures his
ability to discern that certain areas of terrain have been
previously occupied by troops, and his ability to construct an
accurate accouvnt of troop activities "k t U nas
detected.

B. Brief of Situation

Examinee is glven mistion to rec xmoiter an area to obtain
irfcrmation bearing on use of that area by friendly forces.
FolAo'eng a prescri.bed route, he passes the remains of an
entmy OP, a previously used bivouac area, and encounters an

er ujy agent. He is harassed by a stream of requests from
eCO, rroneous information onr his map, and communication

failres. ?tuaay, tho examinee returns to Hqs and undergoes
an intensive debriefing session.

4 I .. IMPL••ENT TACTICAL MAhtktH (Combat)

A. behewiorVl~ea~utr:"

This situation measures the ex•ainee 'a ability to adapt to
changing evnditions and tn make rapid and sound decisions.
More spiealiah, it measu'res his ability to control the
avA-'. tied of th.pree: iLatoo-n-stzed u=Its moving through enemy-
held tecriwory, and his abL-it"- to solve the problem
encountered by these units ihich include oucmp attacks,
equipment failures anl terredn oostaeles.

3B. Brief of Situatior

The examrinee is provtded Aflý information about three friendly
colu=n' which are moving in ene~r territory toward an assembly
area alg three approximately )arallel roads. When the
leader a these units becomes a casualty, the examinee is
ordered to ai. jme command through ruaio contact an direct
the units to the iaseably area.

, -.14-



II BLE M DENSE (Combat)

A. Behavior Measured

The key coneepts of war are increasingly those of mobility,
dispersion, and autonomy. The small unit becomes more and
more a thinking, planning, effectuating organism. The small
unit leader will ever more frequently have to operate "on his
own." He will have to make hair-trigger decisions based on

j complex, changing, and sometimes contradictory data. He
should be quickly responsive to rapid and fluctuating
situational change, initiating action in tactical situations
as changing battle developments require. He will have to
persit in overcoming obstacles under pressure of equipment
failure, enenn action, terra-Ir difficulties, harassment and
fatigue. A possible missi.z fc-r such a leader might be to lead
a platoon-size "Lo~t which wo-2Ad azt as a mobile reconnaissance
force covering Ihe area between twc friendly strong points.
"The side able to control the dead apace between units and to
find and fix the enemy will cont=-1 the battle field." (Lt.
Col. A. H. Shipley, n Z\ay-September, 1956. p. 42.)

B. Brief of Situation

The examinee is given the ilsion of patrolling an area
betveen two defensive -Arong points. His job is to plan
operations and deter the enemy from infiltrating the "dead
space," or to maneuver them int. vulnerable concentration of
their forces. He will be in commpnication with 4 squad leaders
and a recon 1 ?elicopter pilot Vho cill report enemy infiltration.
The examinee, given certain terrain characteristics, will
be tested on his ability to plan a deterrent and search
operat! on, .Dr his initiative and ingenuity under communcation

breakdown con-littions on .hi reactions to critically
disturbing reporpt from hi. w-ibordInates, on his skill in
detectilg eaew ruses, ind on his maaeuvering ability.

IV. INSIS.I CO (Technical)

A. Behavior Measured

This situation measures the examinee's critical judgment and
initiative. Specificali,, it measures the ability of the
examinee to weigh the opinions of technically trained
subordinates, brief his superior on the nature of encountered
technical difficulties, and to improvise an expedient substitute
for an uu~ale piece of equipmeut.

B. Brief of Situation

The examinee 1r told to snpc@rvlf,-e the repair of a piece of
equilmint. The 94 who are rey.srirag th equiiment can Wt
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alle as to how to repair it. The examinee must decide what

"suggestions to follow, and when all prove ineffective, brief
his superior on why the equipment can not be repaired. He
must then find or improvise substitute equipment.

V. TECNICAL PAPER (Technical)

A. Behavior Measured

This situation measures the ability of the examinee to organize
his thoughts and express himself clearly in writing. Specifi-
cally, It measures the ability of the examinee to analyze the
significance of technical and operational differences between
alternate procedures and his ability to co=municate his
understanding in a staff paper.

B. Brief of Situation

The examilnee is given the task of examining the minefield
operations of the indigenous forces. The examinee will be given
two examples of how indigenous minefields are being laid.
He will be instracted to evaluate critically these methods,
compare them with standard U.S. methods, and present in a
staff paper recommendations for improving the indigenous
procedures.

VI. CONFENCE (Administrative)

A. Behavior Measured

This situation measures the examinee's social awareness and
his ability to interact with and influence a group of his
peers. Specifically, it measurea the ability of the examinee

F.to contribute effectively to group decisions on personnel
problems.

B. Brief of Situation

Six examinees are called into a meeting to discuss a

allied officers and civilians. The meeting is held under the

direction of a senior officer who introduces the topics or
problems. The senior officer's participation in the
discussion will be restricted in order to allow the examinees
freedom to express themielves and to arrive at their own
cousensual solutious to the problems raiaed.
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VMI WR'OPER STORME OF IJPLtES (Admi nistrative)

A. Behavior Measured

This situation measures the examinee's perceptiveness and
organizational abilities. Specificallp it measures his
ability to determ•ne through a study o the layout and
operation of a supply unit, how best to Iprove effIiwq,,
safety) and storage capability.

B. Brief of Situation

Nte examinee is given photographs of a varehouse interior,
depicting awerous malpractices in safety, storage principles,
and use of M. He is also given a schematic layout of the
varehouse. He is required to recommend changes and
corrections in the existing layout and procedures.

it
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